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“It’s not how much we give but how much love we put
into giving.”
					

-- Mother Theresa
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2020 Impact Report
The JEQ Foundation is a 501(c) nonprofit.
E-mail: quansahfoundation@gmail.com
www.jequansahfoundation.org
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About the JEQ Foundation
For Drs. Joseph and Elizabeth Quansah, helping poor
students go to college in Ghana is a way of life. Once
established as college professors in America, the couple
began assisting deserving students in Ghana—long before
they started the nonprofit JEQ Foundation

Paying It Forward
On the streets of Accra, the capital of Ghana, Joseph and
Elizabeth saw many students that needed assistance.
Exercising their value of empathy, they started helping
students on their own. Joseph and Elizabeth began to put
some money aside each month to distribute on their visits
to Ghana. Later, Elizabeth decided to add laptops to their
mission, buying them on Black Friday and then bringing
them to Ghana. The requests from contacts in Ghana
increased, momentum built towards creating a foundation.
When Joseph’s mother passed, she left him a little money, so they used it as seed money to
establish the Joseph and Elizabeth Quansah (JEQ) Foundation. “We decided to start a foundation
in memory of our parents,” Joseph remembers, “and also to formalize what we do to get more
support.”
Because Joseph and Elizabeth believe in paying it forward, they apply the same condition to
the students. Each scholarship recipient must promise to assist a future exceptional but needy
Ghanaian college student in Ghana before they receive the JEQ Foundation’s scholarship. Paying it
forward is the only condition for receiving a scholarship from the Foundation.

Our decision-making process is informed by our past experiences, passion for education, and a
strong desire to impact the next generation by giving back. We strive to empower, mentor, build
productive relationships, and make a positive impact on all of our pursuits.
The 2020 JEQ Foundation awarded Eight (8) scholarships to Ghanaian College Students.
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Founders
The founders, Drs. Joseph & Elizabeth
Quansah, are husband and wife who are
Ghanaian-Americans.
Dr. Joseph Emmanuel Quansah earned his
Ph.D. in Agricultural & Biological Engineering
and MSE in Civil Engineering, both from Purdue
University in Indiana, USA. He is currently an
Associate Professor at Tuskegee University in
Alabama, USA.
Dr. Elizabeth Ivy Quansah earned her Ph.D. in
Higher Education Administration from Auburn
University in Alabama and MBA from Indiana
University, Indiana. She currently serves as
the Director of Auburn University’s Outreach
Global.
A trusted team of board members in the USA
and representatives in Ghana advise and assist
Joseph and Elizabeth.

Message from the Founders:
We believe that poverty should not impede anyone's education and potential, a belief our
parents held, and we continue to hold, dearly. The JEQ Foundation is in memory of our late
parents Mr. John William Dadzie, beloved father of Dr. Elizabeth I. Quansah, and Mr. Emmanuel
& Mrs. Gifty Quansah, beloved parents of Dr. Joseph E. Quansah.
Their legacy will continue on!
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Board of Directors

Drs. Joseph & Elizabeth Quansah
Founders and Co-Presidents

Dr. Valerie Thomas
Parliamentarian
Opelika, Alabama, USA

Dr. Leslie Cordie
Secretary
Auburn, Alabama, USA

Mrs. Connie Vianco
Marketing Advisor
Lafayette, Indiana, USA

Dr. Souleymane Fall
Treasurer
Auburn, Alabama, USA
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Our Ghanaian Representatives

Mr. Michael Nartey
CEO, COSMOS Schools

Mr. Nartey represents Greater Accra and
Northern Regions of Ghana. He also manages
the scholarship disbursements for JEQ
scholarship recipients in Ghana. He advises,
mentors, and supports JEQ Foundation’s
operations in Ghana.

Greater Accra & Northern Regions of Ghana

JEQ Foundation Representative

Meet the 2020 JEQ Foundation scholarship recipients from the University
of Health and Allied Sciences (UHAS) and the University of Development of
Studies (UDS).

Millicent Yedu Acquah
Freshwoman - Nursing
UHAS

Kudjoe Manfred
Sophomore - Medicine
UDS
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Our Ghanaian Representatives

Mrs. Christina Blankson
Former Project Manager, World
Vision, Ghana

Mrs. Blankson represents Central and Western
Regions of Ghana. She advises, mentors,
and supports JEQ Foundation’s operations in
Ghana.

Central & Western Regions

JEQ Foundation Representative
Meet the 2020 JEQ Foundation scholarship recipients from the University of
Cape Coast (UCC) and the Takoradi Technical University (TTU).

Thomas Benson
Sophomore - Chemistry
UCC

Daniel K. Walker
Freshman - Medicine
UCC
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Hildagard M. Musah
Senior - Purchasing & Supply
Chain
TTU
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Our Ghanaian Representatives

Dr. Emmanuel K. Quansah
Lecturer, KNUST

Dr. Quansah represents Ashanti Region of
Ghana. He advises, mentors, and supports
JEQ Foundation’s operations.

Ashanti Region

JEQ Foundation Representative

Meet the 2020 JEQ Foundation scholarship recipients from the Kwame
Nkrumah University of Science and Technology (KNUST).

Samuel Enyan
Senior - Economics
KNUST

Philip Nii Noi Nortey
Sophomore - Political Science
KNUST
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Seth Adjei Pepprah
Freshman - Economics
KNUST
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Donation Information
Imagine having the ability to
succeed in an academic field, but
not having the financial support to
enter or complete college.

Application Fees

$50 - $80
Tuition

The goal of the Joseph & Elizabeth
Quansah (JEQ) Foundation is to reach as
many deserving students in Ghana as we
can, to help them on their path to higher
education and realize their potential.

$400per- year
$1000

Many students in Ghana have the
intelligence and resilience to succeed
in their studies and become doctors,
teachers and entrepreneurs. But their
families cannot afford the tuition and are
unable to borrow from private lenders or
the government.

$300per-year$600

Housing

Laptop

$300

While their families in Ghana cannot meet
these education costs, many U.S. donors
can. Your tax-deductible contributions
can help lift these bright young minds and
their families out of poverty.

Average Starting Cost

$1,515
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When You Give, You Make a Real Impact
While their families in Ghana cannot meet
these education costs, many U.S. donors
can. Your tax-deductible contributions
can help lift these bright young minds and
their families out of poverty. Because high
achievement students across Ghana are
seeking JEQ scholarship awards, there is
a growing wait-list. Your gift can help JEQ
expand its capacity to meet the increasing
demand.
Your contribution opens the door to a
world of opportunity for these deserving
students. Please donate now.

Average Monthly Salary
$386

$257

$93
No College
Degree

College
Degree Public Sector

College
Degree Private
Sector
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Four More Ways to Make a Difference
If you want to make a deeper impact with your monetary donations, or want to get involved on a
more personal level, please contact Dr. Elizabeth Quansah at quansahfoundation@gmail.com.

Lifelong
Donations

Sponsor a
Student

Mentor a
Student

12

Host a
Fundraiser
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How the JEQ Foundation Has Impacted Me
I was at home for years after completing senior high school
without a job. I was frustrated and unable to further my
education. But then, a few months ago, I received a phone
call and learned about foundation which could help me
further my education.
Of course I was interested, so I reached out to the JEQ
Foundation. I told them about my problems, and they
assured me they could help me achieve my dreams of
going to college. After learning more about what the JEQ
Foundation could do, I was excited.

Milicent Yedu Acquah
JEQ Foundation Scholarship Recipient

The JEQ Foundation paid for my annual fees which include
tuition and housing fees. I intend to maintain my CGPA 3.3
to enable me receive scholarship throughout my nursing
education. This is by far the most surprising gift I have ever
received. Ultimately, it has done me a lot of good because
I wouldn’t have been able to pay the fees myself, and my
family couldn’t afford it.

Furthermore, I have been able to navigate my way through
the internet because of the foundation. Previously, I had little or no knowledge in IT and the internet
in general. But through the kind courtesy of the foundation, I have been able to use the internet to
accelerate my learning. I was also able connect with the foundation online once I joined.
My outlook for the foundation is that, I hope and pray that the foundation will continue to financially
support me and other beneficiaries. This will enable us achieve our aim through studying hard and,
in return, we will make the foundation proud.
To end with, I would be very grateful if the foundation in their subsequent assistance would help
beneficiaries of this program with learning materials related to their courses of studies such as
textbooks, calculators, laptops, and whatever else, to aid them in their research and assignments.
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How the JEQ Foundation Has Impacted Me
Dear JEQ Foundation Founders,
My name is Samuel Enyan. A fourth year student of KNUST,
working toward a BA in Economics.
I was first introduced to the JEQ Foundation by Professor
Joseph Quansah via email. I was financially challenged
because my parents earned little income. As a result of this,
I found it difficult to study because I could not afford basic
things, such as a personal computer.
The foundation provided me with a portable computer
which helped me to perform research, and also undertake
the virtual classes organized by the school.
Due to this tremendous help, I excelled so much in my
online exams which contributed to a massive increase in my
CWA (cumulative weighted average).
I am very much optimistic about the future now and I
humbly hope to continue benefiting from your august
foundation.
						

Thank you,

						

Samuel Enyan
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How the JEQ Foundation Has Impacted Me
Dear JEQ Foundation Founders,
I heard of the J&E Quansah Foundation through my first
year floor counselor, who thought it wise to help me secure
a scholarship due to my financial constraints. I had a very
poor financial situation. My parents are unemployed, and
funding my education was a headache.
The JEQ Foundation scholarship has greatly reduced the
pressure on me as a student and also as an entrepreneur.
Thus, the little amount of money I obtain through day-today work is channeled into my upkeep, such as feeding
and health care. I study with ease nowadays thinking less
about my educational funding because I am covered by the
scholarship. Hilarious as it may seem, I have actually gained
weight from keeping well with my health.

Thomas Benson
JEQ Foundation Scholarship Recipient
						

My Studies have been greatly affected in a positive way
because now I study more since there is a GPA limit to
benefiting from the scholarship funding. Now, I have also
broadened my scope to the possibilities ahead of 			
me as an individual in the field of education and my self-		
confidence has also increased.

I am very industrious, so it is a great objective to establish my own chemical company as a means
to fund others who would probably be in a similar situation as myself. My hope is making the world a
better place. I have an uncontrolled passion to be a means to which knowledge can be transferred to
the upcoming generation. I would lecture in any African university to make this possible.
A great thanks to the J&E Quansah foundation for helping me realize my dreams and the greater
opportunities ahead. God bless.
Thanks
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You Impact The Trajectory of Excellent But Needy College Students in Ghana
You can break a cycle of poverty by sponsoring a college student in Ghana. Your generous gift
provides them with the tuition, housing and laptop they need to succeed.
Contact us for a student your sponsorship will impact throughout their college programs.

What You Get
●
●
●
●
●

The joy of helping one deserving student break the cycle of poverty
Updates on the student’s academic performance and accomplishments
IRS documentation for your tax deduction
Donor spotlight feature on our website (optional)
Access to the student academic performance
If you are interested in mentoring a student, this is a great opportunity.

What You Give
Below is an estimated range of yearly expenses.

Yearly College Tuition and Housing Costs
Tuition

$400per- year
$1000
Housing

Total
$700 - $1600

$300per-year$600
Your gift pays a huge dividend, a college graduate with improved earning potential and
opportunities.
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Contribute

Go to: https://www.jequansahfoundation.org/ways-to-support
or check the QR code on the right

Check or Money Order: Contact JEQ Foundation for mailing address
			
				
quansahfoundation@gmail.com

Talk to Us
We are happy to help you provide life-changing support to a college scholarship winner. The JEQ
Founders can answer any questions and match you with the perfect student for your personalized
donation.

fold and tear here
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Yes, I want to break the cycle of poverty and sponsor a college student in Ghana
Name: _________________________________________________________________
first

last

Occupation: ____________________________________________________________
Email: _______________________________ @ ________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________
Phone (optional): (

street address

city

state/province

) ___________ - _________________
17

country

Meet the 2020
JEQ Foundation
Scholarship
Recipients
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